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of the fen-estra. This usually occurs during the first year after operation and is
unlikely after eighteen months.
Of our series of fifty-one cases, only thirty-one have been operated on eighteen
months or more, so only these cases will be quoted.
USEFUL RESULT RELATIVE OR COMPLETE FAILURE
VERY GOOD GOOD MODERATE SLIGHT No CHANGE WORSE
35 Db. and ... 25-34 Db. ... 15,24 Db. 5-14 Db ... 0-5 Db.
over ... gain ... gain gain ... gain ...
gain ... ....
16% ... 33% ... 19° 16/ ... 3% ... 13%
TOTAL, 68% TOTAL, 32%
It must be remembered that the deafness in this disease is progressive. Even
if no actual improvement follows operation, the achievement of a stationary level
of hearing represents some ultimate gain to the patient.
I would like to pay tribute to Dr. Jim Elliott, consultant anoesthetist, for his patience,
skill, and help; also to the registrars in the department, especially Mr. R. S. McCrea, for
their help in the after-treatment, and to the nursing staff for their very essential part in the
treatment.
REVIEW
AN APPROACH TO GENERAL PRACTICE. By R. J. F. H. Pinsent, M.A.,
M.D.(Cantab.). (Pp. viii + 166. 12s.) Edinburgh: Livingstone, 1953.
HERE iS an excellent book on general practice. It is written by a general practitioner, whose
careful observation, recording, and analysis throughout years of general practice in an industrial
area has produced this protocol of facts. All the difficulties of form-filling and certification which
state medicine has produced are clearly stated and explained, much valuable advice and counsel is
given in the every-day running of a general practice, and any doctor contemplating entering this
branch of medicine would do well to study this book and gain by the experience of one who
evidently loves his work and has made a success of it. W. J.
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